wh at ’s ne ws

The cabin
features
hand-stitched
leather seats.

Each 7500/3
undergoes
thousands
of safet y
tests and has
96 hours
of emergency
power.

The hull
can sustain
over 4,172
pounds of
pressure per
square inch.

close t ca se

why does it cost so much?

THE $6.3 MILLION
SUBMERSIBLE
Triton submersibles have been used to discover new species,
unearth treasures from shipwrecks and host a deep-sea wedding.
The company’s new 7500/3 model, a three-seat craft, is the
deepest-diving acrylic-hulled submersible on the market, allowing
for expansive views down to a depth of 1.4 miles. Each is made
to order at Triton’s headquarters in Vero Beach, Florida, and takes
18 months to build. tritonsubs.com. —Christopher Ross

IN FOCUS
Currently on view at New York’s
Howard Greenberg Gallery are
photographer Joel Meyerowitz’s
luminous shots of the personal
effects of painters Paul Cézanne
and Giorgio Morandi. The
Cézanne series, including the
pitcher at right, is also the subject
of a new book, out this month.

THIS
MONTH THE
ONLINE
RETAILER
MR PORTER
LAUNCHES
MR P., ITS
NEW HOUSE
LABEL.
THE LINE
WILL
INCLUDE
MENSWEAR
STAPLES
PLUS FIVE
LIMITEDEDITION
RELEASES A
YEAR.
Cotton striped shirt, $175;
mrporter.com

if the shoe fits

Until now, female fans of John Lobb shoes have had to place custom orders or,
as the brand’s own artistic director, Paula Gerbase, has done, settle for men’s
pairs. This fall the British bootmaker is stepping forward with its first women’s
collection: six handcrafted styles, from a low boot with palladium buckles (left,
$1,550) to a quintessential oxford. johnlobb.com. —Sasha Haines-Stiles
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SWEET SUCCESS
Cherry Bombe founders
Claudia Wu (left)
and Kerry Diamond.
Photograph by Frances
Tulk-Hart.

WHAT’S COOKING
With a new cookbook and
a growing conference
series, Cherry Bombe is a
foodie phenomenon.

F

OUR YEARS AGO, magazine veterans Kerry Diamond and Claudia
Wu put out the inaugural issue
of Cherry Bombe, a publication
devoted to women in food—not just
chefs, but also farmers, writers, bakers,
restaurateurs and more. Nine issues
later, their pink power mag has become
a major brand, with a Heritage Radio
show and a consistently sold-out annual
conference, the Cherry Bombe Jubilee.
This month, the momentum continues
with the release of Cherry Bombe: The
Cookbook (Clarkson Potter), a collection
of recipes from a “Bombe Squad” of 100
contributors. And the first West Coast
Jubilee will be held on October 14 in San
Francisco with keynote speaker Alice
Waters. “You really see women coming
together in a way
they never have,
not just in food,”
says Diamond.
Wu sums it up
like this: “It was
time for women
to join the party.”
cherrybombe.com.
—Tarajia Morrell
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SILJA GOETZ/ILLUSTRATION DIVISION (SUBMERSIBLE); F. MARTIN RAMIN, STYLING BY ANNE CARDENAS (SHIRT, BOOK); COURTESY
OF JOHN LOBB (BOOTS); CÉZANNE’S OBJECTS (PITCHER), 2013, BY JOEL MEYEROWITZ, COURTESY OF HOWARD GREENBERG GALLERY

The 7500/3 is
propelled
by four
thrusters.

an
aeronautical
engineer
consulted on
the design.

